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PLANETTM

PLANETTM

DESIGN: SVEN IVAR DYSTHE

The PLANET™ with its classical form now

features a movement mechanism that makes

it more comfortable and provides a unique

feeling of well-being. The mechanism lets

you move whilst seated, so you can tilt 

forward and backwards - it follows your

body.

The chair also swivels 360°, to give you

even more freedom to move.

PLANETTM table

DESIGN: SVEN IVAR DYSTHE

Planet™ table together with Planet™ chairs

create a perfectly balanced order that

blends impeccably into the rest of your

interior designs.

The height of the table together with chairs

fit perfectly for active sitting. 

DESIGN: SVEN IVAR DYSTHE

THE MOVEMENT
COLLECTION
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Materials
All wooden parts - inserts and the table top - are delivered in solid oak in two versions; 

oiled natural or oiled with white pigments.

Respecting the environment
Using environmentally friendly materials and processes in the production of their products is of

the utmost importance to Stokke. It’s also the aim to produce products that last a long time.

Fabrics and leathers
Stokke offer a selection of high quality fabrics in a variety of colours. The fabric collection consists

of natural materials such as wood and cotton.

The high quality leather also comes in a variety of different colours.

Warranty
A 7-year warranty is offered on all wooden components.

A 5-year warranty is offered on the mechanism parts.
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"I 'm your Planet – I  complete your universe!"

WE ARE CREATED FOR MOVEMENT NOT FOR SITTING

Most of us during the course of a day are caught up in an impassive marathon

– moving from one seat to another.

We need to be able to move around freely and sitting for long periods of time puts a tremendous

strain on the body.

Stokke offers a unique collection of sitting solutions that guarantee movement and variation for the user.

Intelligent sitting solutions

Stokke's products are daring, different and unconventional!

They ensure you'll be able to move freely even when you are sitting for long periods of time.

PLANETTM by Stokke
Sven Ivar Dysthe conceived the Planet™ in 1965.
Now Planet™ appears in the STOKKE range – still as
elegant and user-friendly – yet with functional
improvements that makes it even more comfortable
and practical.

True to its name Planet™ lets you rotate a full 360°.
Now we've added our unique and patented 
mechanism that allows you to tilt the seat as well 
– a new dimension to the movement of the Planet™.

The effect of the tilting mechanism is comfortable
sitting with smooth changing of positions.
You will achieve the variation and body activity
necessary to sit comfortably for hours on end.
The tilting mechanism is carefully hidden leaving
the delicate form intact.

THE MOVEMENT
COLLECTION

Move your body and tilt the Planet™.
The spring mechanism underneath the upholstery allows you to lean forward, to sit

upright at ease and to lean backwards if you need to stretch. The effect is that you

can change sitting positions smoothly and achieve the freedom and movement

necessary to feel relaxed and comfortable.

The removable seat cushion

makes the Planet™ easy to clean.

The matching Planet™ table in solid

oak makes it easy to find complete

interior solutions. A few PLANET™

chairs around the PLANET™ table

provide a simple, pure and honest

display of scandinavian designs for 

friends and family.

The legs for the Planet™ chair and

the Planet™ table are the same

and come with inserts in solid

oak.Planet™ is ideal to use in the living room around a table for social occasions. 

It's also perfect for sitting and watching television or to sit quietly and read 

a good book. 
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